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the revolution of the saints is a study both historical and sociological of the radical
political response of the puritans to disorder it interprets and analyzes calvinism as
the first modern expression of an unremitting determination to transform on the basis
of an ideology the existing political and moral order michael walzer examines in detail
the circumstances and ideological options of the puritan intelligentsia and gentry he
sees puritanism in sharp contrast to some generally accepted views as the political
theory of intellectuals and gentlemen attempting to create a new government and society
the gripping story of the levellers the radical movement at the heart of the english
revolution the levellers formed out of the explosive tumult of the 1640s and the
battlefields of the civil war are central figures in the history of democracy in this
thrilling narrative john rees brings to life the men including john lilburne richard
overton and thomas rainsborough and women who ensured victory and became an inspiration
to republicans of many nations from the raucous streets of london and the clattering
printers workshops that stoked the uprising to the rank and file of the new model army
and the furious putney debates where the levellers argued with oliver cromwell for the
future of english democracy this story reasserts the revolutionary nature of the 1642
51 wars and the role of ordinary people in this pivotal moment in history in particular
rees places the levellers at the centre of the debates of 1647 when the nation was
gripped by the question of what to do with the defeated charles i without the levellers
and agitators fortitude and well organised opposition history may have avoided the
regicide and missed its revolutionary moment the legacy of the levellers can be seen in
the modern struggles for freedom and democracy across the world the leveller movement
of the 1640s campaigned for religious toleration and a radical remaking of politics in
post civil war england this book the first full length study of the levellers for fifty
years offers a fresh analysis of the originality and character of leveller thought
challenging received ideas about the levellers as social contract theorists and
leveller thought as a mere radicalisation of parliamentarian thought foxley shows that
the levellers originality lay in their subtle and unexpected combination of different
strands within parliamentarianism the book takes full account of recent scholarship and
contributes to historical debates on the development of radical and republican politics
in the civil war period the nature of tolerationist thought the significance of the
leveller movement and the extent of the levellers influence in the ranks of the new
model army this book is a compilation of radical writings and speeches by che guevara
aka ernesto che guevara this is one of the most complete collections of writings by che
guevara and include important texts on guerrilla warfare politics and revolution this
book should not be passed over by anybody studying the life or beliefs of che guevara
history of radicalism and radical movements or the history of cuban politics these
included texts are a must read for those interested in this important period of world
history and of radical political thought and ideologies it charts the limits of
representation within the royal theater where whig playwrights were challenging stuart
mythography before moving out onto the streets where the contracts of representation
were less circumscribed by royal interests it was on the streets of london that the
whig party staged massive civic performances the pope burning pageants that allowed the
circulation of the exclusion platform book jacket concerned with what cuban radicals
have thought about their na tion s protracted struggle for independence sheldon b liss
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looks at each one s mode of analysis position on the class struggle ideas on reform or
revolution and search for community each writer s beliefs about ethics morality
religion social mobility political control aesthetics and quality of life are subjected
to scrutiny by liss he also considers their views on cuban united states relations
their perceptions of the state and power and their relationships to the means of
production and workers movements explores how fringe beliefs and those who follow them
have been carried through the last one thousand years radical political economy is
built upon the formal analysis of neoclassical economics and the tradition of marxian
radical analysis the essays presented in this book offer a representative sampling of
the issues and methodologies involved in the study of radical political economy modern
political thinkers and ideas is an exciting new text that provides students with a
clearly presented introduction to some of the key areas of modern political thought
uniquely combining historical and philosophical approaches to the subject it describes
the writings and ideas of the most influential thinkers of the modern era modern
political thinkers and ideas features the main concepts in modern political theory such
as the state and sovereignty political obligation and civil disobedience liberty rights
equality and justice democracy the ideas of key thinkers such as machiavelli hobbes
locke paine rousseau burke mill bentham marx rawls hayek a clear and instructive
framework for each chapter which provides students with a the significance of each
concept in modern political thought b what major political thinkers had to say about
each concept and c the relevance of key concepts to contemporary argument and debate
first published in 1987 similar in content to sherman s previous book radical political
economy it covers most of the same issues and reaches the same overall conclusion in
favour of democracy and socialism many of the analyses and conclusions on particular
subjects however have changed because of the flood of new literature in every area of
radical political economy and because the world has changed the most important issue is
the prevention of nuclear war alexis de tocqueville once wrote that the people reign
over the american political world like god over the universe unwittingly casting
democracy as the political instantiation of the death of god according to jeffrey w
robbins tocqueville s assessment remains an apt observation of modern democratic power
which does not rest with a sovereign authority but operates as a diffuse social force
by linking radical democratic theory to a contemporary fascination with political
theology robbins envisions the modern experience of democracy as a social cultural and
political force transforming the nature of sovereign power and political authority
robbins joins his work with michael hardt and antonio negri s radical conception of
network power as well as sheldon wolin s notion of fugitive democracy to fashion a
political theology that captures modern democracy s social and cultural torment this
approach has profound implications not only for the nature of contemporary religious
belief and practice but also for the reconceptualization of the proper relationship
between religion and politics challenging the modern liberal and secular assumption of
a neutral public space robbins conceives of a postsecular politics for contemporary
society that inextricably links religion to the political while effectively recasting
the tradition of radical theology as a political theology this book also develops a
comprehensive critique of the political theology bequeathed by carl schmitt it marks an
original and visionary achievement by the scholar the journal of the american academy
of religion hailed one of the best commentators on religion and postmodernism this 16
hour free course explored the main events of the french revolution and its significance
in the shift from enlightenment to romanticism this book provides an itinerary for
studying political theology in chinese society including mainland china hong kong and
taiwan it explores the changing role of religion in chinese history from the rise of
buddhism alongside confucianism and daoism through the arrival of christianity and
islam to the suppression of religion under communism since the reform and opening
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period beginning in 1978 china has experienced a resurgence of religiosity with
powerful societal implications governing authorities have sought to regulate religious
practice in line with their governing system political theology in chinese society is
very much in flux and the chapters in this volume provide an array of windows through
which to view the evolving reality they include historical approaches and descriptive
analyses with an interdisciplinary and international range of perspectives by
contributors based in and outside china the book will be of particular interest to
scholars of theology religious studies and contemporary china studies american culture
maintained a complicated relationship with haiti from its revolutionary beginnings
onward in this study peter p reed reveals how americans embodied and re enacted their
connections to haiti through a wide array of performance forms in the wake of haiti s
slave revolts in the 1790s generations of actors theatre professionals spectators and
commentators looked to haiti as a source of both inspiring freedom and vexing disorder
french colonial refugees university students black theatre stars blackface minstrels
abolitionists and even writers such as herman melville all reinvented and restaged
haiti in distinctive ways reed demonstrates how haiti s example of black freedom and
national independence helped redefine american popular culture as actors and audiences
repeatedly invoked and suppressed haiti s revolutionary narratives characters and
themes ultimately haiti shaped generations of performances transforming america s
understandings of race power freedom and violence in ways that still reverberate today
this is the first comprehensive volume to offer a state of the art investigation both
of the nature of political ideologies and of their main manifestations the diversity of
ideology studies is represented by a mixture of the range of theories that illuminate
the field combined with an appreciation of the changing complexity of concrete
ideologies and the emergence of new ones ideologies however are always with us the
handbook is divided into three sections the first is divided into three sections the
first reflects some of the latest thinking about the development of ideology on an
historical dimension from the standpoints of conceptual history marx studies social
science theory and history and leading schools of continental philosophy the second
includes some of the most recent interpretations and theories of ideology all of which
are sympathetic in their own ways to its exploration and close investigation even when
judiciously critical of its social impact this section contains many of the more
salient contemporary accounts of ideology the third focuses on the leading ideological
families and traditions as well as on some of their cultural and geographical
manifestations incorporating both historical and contemporary perspectives each chapter
is written by an expert in their field bringing the latest approaches and
understandings to their task the handbook will position the study of ideologies in the
mainstream of political theory and political analysis and will attest to its
indispensability both to courses on political theory and to scholars who wish to take
their understanding of ideologies in new directions publisher description in this
volume heide gerstenberger investigates the development of bourgeois state power by on
the one hand proposing a critique of different variants of the structural functionalist
theory of the state and on the other hand analysing the examples of england and france
the central thesis of the work is that the bourgeois form of capitalist state power
arose only where capitalist societies developed out of state structures that were
already rationalised no era in american history has been more fascinating to americans
or more critical to the ultimate destiny of the united states than the colonial era
between the time that the first european settlers established a colony at jamestown in
1607 through the signing of the declaration of independence the outlines of america s
distinctive political culture economic system social life and cultural patterns had
begun to emerge designed to complement the high school american history curriculum as
well as undergraduate survey courses colonial america an encyclopedia of social
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political cultural and economic history captures it all the people institutions ideas
and events of the first three hundred years of american history while it focuses on the
thirteen british colonies stretching along the atlantic colonial america sets this
history in its larger contexts entries also cover canada the american southwest and
mexico and the caribbean and atlantic world directly impacting the history of the
thirteen colonies this encyclopedia explores the complete early history of what would
become the united states including portraits of native american life in the immediate
pre contact period early spanish exploration and the first settlements by spanish
french dutch swedish and english colonists this monumental five volume set brings
america s colonial heritage vibrantly to life for today s readers it includes thematic
essays on major issues and topics detailed a z entries on hundreds of people
institutions events and ideas thematic and regional chronologies hundreds of
illustrations primary documents and a glossary and multiple indexes this work provides
a comprehensive survey and analysis of buddhist political theory from the time of the
buddha to the present in each volume an introductory essay outlines of history of the
disciplines under discussion and describes how changes and innovations in these
disciplines have affected our lives the biographies that follow are organized in an a z
format each biography is divided into a life section describing the individual s life
and influences and a legacy section summarizing the impact of that individual s work
throughout history these biographies cover a diverse group of men and women from around
the globe and throughout history franklin delano roosevelt mao tse tung and genghis
khan are among the 200 well known historical figures included in this volume examples
of other lesser known yet important individuals covered in this work are gustavas
adolphus swedish empire creator hatshepsut queen of ancient egyptian dynasty and jean
jaurès french socialist leader and pacifist each synopsis provides information on each
individual s enduring impact on the common understanding of fundamental themes of human
existence this groundbreaking new work explores modern and contemporary political
thought since 1750 looking at the thinkers concepts debates issues and national
traditions that have shaped political thought from the enlightenment to post modernism
and post structuralism encyclopedia of modern political thought is two volume a to z
reference that provides historical context to the philosophical issues and debates that
have shaped attitudes toward democracy citizenship rights property duties justice
equality community law power gender race and legitimacy over the last three centuries
it profiles major and minor political thinkers and the national traditions both western
and non western which continue to shape and divide political thought more than 200
scholars from leading international research institutions and organizations have
provided signed entries that offer comprehensive coverage of thought of regions and
countries including african political thought american political thought australasian
political thought australian and new zealand chinese political thought indian political
thought islamic political thought japanese political thought and more thought regarding
contemporary issues such as abortion affirmative action animal rights european
integration feminism humanitarian intervention international law race and racism and
more the ideological spectrum from marxism to neoconservatism including anarchism
conservatism darwinism and social darwinism engels fascism the frankfurt school lenin
and leninism socialism and more connections of political thought to key areas of
politics and other disciplines such as economics psychology law and religion notable
time periods of political thought since 1750 concepts including class democratic theory
liberalism nationalism natural and human rights and theories of the state theorists and
political intellectuals both western and non western including john adams edmund burke
mohandas gandhi immanuel kant ayatollah khomeini ernst friedrich schumacher george
washington and mary wollstonecraft the political economy of research and innovation r i
is one of the central issues of the early twenty first century science and innovation
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are increasingly tasked with driving and reshaping a troubled global economy while also
tackling multiple overlapping global challenges such as climate change or food security
global pandemics or energy security but responding to these demands is made more
complicated because r i themselves are changing today new global patterns of r i are
transforming the very structures institutions and processes of science and innovation
and with it their claims about desirable futures our understanding of r i needs to
change accordingly responding to this new urgency and uncertainty this handbook
presents a pioneering selection of the growing body of literature that has emerged in
recent years at the intersection of science and technology studies and political
economy the central task for this research has been to expose important but
consequential misconceptions about the political economy of r i and to build more
insightful approaches this volume therefore explores the complex interrelations between
r i both in general and in specific fields and political economies across a number of
key dimensions from health to environment and universities to the military the
routledge handbook of the political economy of science offers a unique collection of
texts across a range of issues in this burgeoning and important field from a global
selection of top scholars the handbook is essential reading for students interested in
the political economy of science technology and innovation it also presents succinct
and insightful summaries of the state of the art for more advanced scholars delves into
the internal politics and personalities that brought life to the irish socialist
republican party the political significance of the organisation led by james connolly
is viewed in both the international and national sphere the legacy of theisrp has had
an impact on the left wing and republican movements in ireland for many decades
focusing on the interaction of religion and politics this is a comprehensive
chronological survey of the political thought of post reformation britain which
examines the work of a wide range of thinkers increased flows of people capital and
ideas across geographic borders raise urgent challenges to the existing terms and
practices of politics comparative political theory seeks to devise new intellectual
frames for addressing these challenges by questioning the canonical that is euro
american categories that have historically shaped inquiry in political theory and other
disciplines it does this byanalyzing normative claims discursive structures and
formations of power in and from all parts of the world by looking to alternative bodies
of thought and experience as well as the terms we might use to critically examine them
comparative political theory encourages self reflexivity about the premises of
normative ideas and articulates new possibilities for political theory and practice the
oxford handbook of comparative political theory provides an entry point into this
burgeoning field by both synthesizing and challenging the terms which motivate it over
the course of five thematic sections and thirty three chapters this volume surveys the
field and archives of comparative political theory bringing the many approaches to the
field into conversation for the first time sections address geographic location as a
subject of political theorizing how the past becomes a key site for staking political
claims the politics of translation and appropriation the justification of political
authority and questions of disciplinary commitment and rules of knowledge ultimately
the handbook demonstrates how mainstream political theory can and must be enriched
through attention to genuinely global rather than parochially euro american
contributions to political thinking political trials take issues of responsibility
conscience representation and legitimacy which are tied in tight political and legal
knots and force us to face questions about our public identity our standards for public
policy and our sense of history ron christenson explores how political trials
especially those within the rule of law engage society s conflicting values and
loyalties he examines numerous political trials throughout history bringing into
question basic foundations of law politics and society christenson classifies political
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trials according to the issues they generate in the political sphere partisan trials
are spurious legal proceedings but politically expedient trials of corruption and
insanity raise questions of public and personal responsibility trials of dissenters
involve problems of conscience trials of nationalists highlight the nature of
representation and the relationship of the part to the whole and trials of regimes
engage the most fundamental concept of both law and politics legitimacy political
trials brings these considerations to bear on some of the best known cases in history
including the gunpowder plot the spanish inquisition the dreyfus affair the nuremburg
trials trials of dissenters such as socrates thomas more roger williams and the
berrigan brothers and trials of nationalists such as joan of arc gandhi knut hamsun and
the irish republicans since the first edition appeared a number of notable political
trials have raised critical issues for society shocking public exposures about the
guildford 4 and maguire 7 trials shook the british criminal justice establishment while
in the united states trials concerning the beating of rodney king led up to the o j
simpson spectacle and a host of parallel questions the trials of right wing terrorists
such as paul hill found guilty of murdering an abortion doctor and timothy mcveigh
convicted of the oklahoma city federal building bombing parallel the case of left wing
dissenter karl armstrong in the 1970s finally the south african truth and
reconciliation committee provides a test case of whether a nation can not only remember
but grant amnesty and achieve true reconciliation in examining the dilemmas involved in
these trials christenson shows how they make a positive contribution to an open and
democratic society political trials will be an important addition to the libraries of
historians legal scholars and political scientists a corrective addendum to edward said
s orientalism this book examines how sympathetic representations of islam contributed
significantly to protestant britain s national and imperial identity in the eighteenth
century taking a historical view humberto garcia combines a rereading of eighteenth
century and romantic era british literature with original research on anglo islamic
relations he finds that far from being considered foreign by the era s thinkers islamic
republicanism played a defining role in radical enlightenment debates most
significantly during the glorious revolution french revolution and other moments of
acute constitutional crisis as well as in national and political debates about england
and its overseas empire garcia shows that writers such as edmund burke lady mary
wortley montagu samuel taylor coleridge robert southey and percy and mary shelley not
only were influenced by international events in the muslim world but also saw in that
world and its history a viable path to interrogate contest and redefine british
concepts of liberty this deft exploration of the forgotten moment in early modern
history when intercultural exchange between the muslim world and christian west was
common resituates english literary and intellectual history in the wider context of the
global eighteenth century the direct challenge it poses to the idea of an exclusionary
judeo christian enlightenment serves as an important revision to post 9 11 narratives
about a historical clash between western democratic values and islam burton k wheeler
1882 1975 may have been the most powerful politician montana ever produced and he was
one of the most influential and controversial members of the united states senate
during three of the most eventful decades in american history a new deal democrat and
lifelong opponent of concentrated power whether economic military or executive he
consistently acted with a righteous personal and political independence that has all
but disappeared from the public sphere political hell raiser is the first book to tell
the full story of wheeler a genuine maverick whose successes and failures were woven
into the political fabric of twentieth century america wheeler came of political age
amid antiwar and labor unrest in butte montana during world war i as a crusading united
states attorney he battled montana s powerful economic interests championed farmers and
miners and won election to the u s senate in 1922 there he made his name as one of the
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montana scandalmongers uncovering corruption in the harding and coolidge
administrations drawing on extensive research and new archival sources marc c johnson
follows wheeler from his early backing of franklin d roosevelt and ardent support of
the new deal to his forceful opposition to roosevelt s plan to expand the supreme court
and in a move widely viewed as political suicide his emergence as the most prominent
spokesman against u s involvement in world war ii right up to three days before pearl
harbor johnson provides the most thorough telling of wheeler s entire career including
all its accomplishments and contradictions as well as the political storms that the
senator both encouraged and endured the book convincingly establishes the place and
importance of this principled hell raiser in american political history although milton
wrote several poems and sonnets in his earlier career he became known as a
revolutionary and passionate political activist beginning his political career with the
pamphlets that he wrote on the current politics of his time defending antimonarchical
rule and republicanism giving particular attention to the religious and civil liberties
of the people and the necessity of a free commonwealth however following the
restoration of monarchy he had to stop writing political pamphlets because as a
republican and defender of regicide milton was in danger and the new regime made it
impossible for him to express his political thoughts safely he embarked on a literary
project which included his major poetical works paradise lost and paradise regained and
samson agonistes considering his earlier reputation as an ardent republican leading an
active political life it can be stated that milton could not detach himself from the
political controversies of his time hence he wrote paradise lost as a political poem in
which he reflected and inserted his political views in an allegorical manner this book
re reads milton s paradise lost in the light of his political views as reflected in his
earlier political pamphlets it argues that using literature as a medium of expression
milton intentionally wrote paradise lost as a political poem in which by re writing the
biblical story of the creation the fall of satan and the fall of adam and eve he
created a political subtext which reflected the social and political panorama of
england of his time it is nearly impossible to separate contemporary iranian cinema
from the islamic revolution that transformed film production in the country in the late
1970s as the aims of the revolution shifted and hardened once khomeini took power and
as an eight year war with iraq dragged on iranian filmmakers confronted new
restrictions in the 1990s however the reformist movement led by mohammad khatami and
the film industry developed an unlikely partnership that moved audiences away from
revolutionary ideas and toward a discourse of reform in reform cinema in iran blake
atwood examines how new industrial and aesthetic practices created a distinct cultural
and political style in iranian film between 1989 and 2007 atwood analyzes a range of
popular art and documentary films he provides new readings of internationally
recognized films such as abbas kiarostami s taste of cherry 1997 and mohsen makhmalbaf
s time for love 1990 as well as those by rakhshan bani masud kiami and other key
iranian directors at the same time he also considers how filmmakers and the film
industry were affected by larger political and religious trends that took shape during
mohammad khatami s presidency 1997 2005 atwood analyzes political speeches religious
sermons and newspaper editorials and pays close attention to technological developments
particularly the rise of video to determine their role in democratizing filmmaking and
realizing the goals of political reform he concludes with a look at the legacy of
reform cinema including films produced under mahmoud ahmadinejad whose neoconservative
discourse rejected the policies of reform that preceded him the third edition of this
highly regarded core textbook offers an accessible and impressively comprehensive
account of western political thought over the last two millennia structured in four
main parts the chapters are organised around a wide range of key themes covering
everything from absolute government and revolutionary political thought to politics and
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freedom and theories of civil disobedience this new edition concludes with an epilogue
that considers the challenges posed to the history of western political thought by the
perspectives of post colonialism and post modernism the use of boxes throughout the
book to explain key thinkers in more detail as well as the author s ability to express
complex ideas in clear and jargon free language makes this the perfect text for helping
students to understand the key debates issues and continuities in the long history of
political ideas for undergraduate and postgraduate students studying courses on the
history of political thought and theory this is an indispensable guide new to this
edition expanded material on the history of international relations thinking race
consciousness diversity and gender politics a completely new epilogue which focuses on
a discussion of post colonialism and post modernism in relation to political theory
additional thinker boxes alongside revised and updated suggestions for further reading
political theories of decolonization provides an introduction to some of the seminal
texts of postcolonial political theory the difficulty of founding a new regime is an
important theme in political theory and the intellectual history of decolonization
provides a rich albeit overlooked opportunity to explore it many theorists have pointed
out that the colonized subject was a divided subject this book argues that the
postcolonial state was a divided state while postcolonial states were created through
the struggle for independence they drew on both colonial institutions and reinvented
pre colonial traditions political theories of decolonization illuminates how many of
the central themes of political theory such as land religion freedom law and
sovereignty are imaginatively explored by postcolonial thinkers in doing so it provides
readers access to texts that add to our understanding of contemporary political life
and global political dynamics this study examines latino national political coalitions
in the united states with a focus on chicanos puerto ricans and cubans it argues that
latino national political coalitions are an avenue of political empowerment for the
latino community but face social economic and political challenges in the latino
community militarism is the elephant in the room of global warming of all government
sectors defence has the highest carbon footprint and expenditure yet has largely been
exempt from international scrutiny and regulation marty branagan uses australian and
international case studies to show that nonviolence is a viable alternative to
militarism for national defence and regime change active resistance initiated in
australian environmental blockades and now adopted globally makes the song we shall not
be moved much more realistic as activists erect tripod villages bury chain and cement
themselves into the ground and lock on to machinery and gates active resistance
artistic activism and use of new information and communication technologies in
movements such as the arab spring and occupy demonstrate that nonviolence is an
effective evolving praxis an outstanding collection bringing together some of the
leading historians of this period with some of the field s rising stars which examines
key issues in popular politics the negotiation of power strategies of legitimation and
the languages of politics while there is no easy way to define terrorism it may
generally be viewed as a method of violence in which civilians are targeted with the
objective of forcing a perceived enemy into submission by creating fear demoralization
and political friction in the population under attack at one time a marginal field of
study in the social sciences terrorism is now very much in center stage the 1970s
terrorist attacks by the plo the provisional irish republican army the popular front
for the liberation of palestine the japanese red army the unabomber aum shinrikyo
timothy mcveigh the world trade center attacks the assault on a school in russia and
suicide bombers have all made the term terrorism an all too common part of our
vocabulary this edition of political terrorism was originally published in the 1980s
well before some of the horrific events noted above this monumental collection of
definitions conceptual frameworks paradigmatic formulations and bibliographic sources
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is being reissued in paperback now as a resource for the expanding community of
researchers on the subject of terrorism this is a carefully constructed guide to one of
the most urgent issues of the world today when the first edition was originally
published choice noted this extremely useful reference tool should be part of any
serious social science collection chronicles of culture called it a tremendously
comprehensive book about a subject that any who have anything to lose from property to
liberty life to limbs should be forewarned against
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The Revolution of the Saints
1982

the revolution of the saints is a study both historical and sociological of the radical
political response of the puritans to disorder it interprets and analyzes calvinism as
the first modern expression of an unremitting determination to transform on the basis
of an ideology the existing political and moral order michael walzer examines in detail
the circumstances and ideological options of the puritan intelligentsia and gentry he
sees puritanism in sharp contrast to some generally accepted views as the political
theory of intellectuals and gentlemen attempting to create a new government and society

The Leveller Revolution
2017-11-14

the gripping story of the levellers the radical movement at the heart of the english
revolution the levellers formed out of the explosive tumult of the 1640s and the
battlefields of the civil war are central figures in the history of democracy in this
thrilling narrative john rees brings to life the men including john lilburne richard
overton and thomas rainsborough and women who ensured victory and became an inspiration
to republicans of many nations from the raucous streets of london and the clattering
printers workshops that stoked the uprising to the rank and file of the new model army
and the furious putney debates where the levellers argued with oliver cromwell for the
future of english democracy this story reasserts the revolutionary nature of the 1642
51 wars and the role of ordinary people in this pivotal moment in history in particular
rees places the levellers at the centre of the debates of 1647 when the nation was
gripped by the question of what to do with the defeated charles i without the levellers
and agitators fortitude and well organised opposition history may have avoided the
regicide and missed its revolutionary moment the legacy of the levellers can be seen in
the modern struggles for freedom and democracy across the world

The Levellers
2016-05-16

the leveller movement of the 1640s campaigned for religious toleration and a radical
remaking of politics in post civil war england this book the first full length study of
the levellers for fifty years offers a fresh analysis of the originality and character
of leveller thought challenging received ideas about the levellers as social contract
theorists and leveller thought as a mere radicalisation of parliamentarian thought
foxley shows that the levellers originality lay in their subtle and unexpected
combination of different strands within parliamentarianism the book takes full account
of recent scholarship and contributes to historical debates on the development of
radical and republican politics in the civil war period the nature of tolerationist
thought the significance of the leveller movement and the extent of the levellers
influence in the ranks of the new model army

Che Guevara
2006-05
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this book is a compilation of radical writings and speeches by che guevara aka ernesto
che guevara this is one of the most complete collections of writings by che guevara and
include important texts on guerrilla warfare politics and revolution this book should
not be passed over by anybody studying the life or beliefs of che guevara history of
radicalism and radical movements or the history of cuban politics these included texts
are a must read for those interested in this important period of world history and of
radical political thought and ideologies

Rehearsing the Revolution
2000

it charts the limits of representation within the royal theater where whig playwrights
were challenging stuart mythography before moving out onto the streets where the
contracts of representation were less circumscribed by royal interests it was on the
streets of london that the whig party staged massive civic performances the pope
burning pageants that allowed the circulation of the exclusion platform book jacket

Roots of Revolution
1987

concerned with what cuban radicals have thought about their na tion s protracted
struggle for independence sheldon b liss looks at each one s mode of analysis position
on the class struggle ideas on reform or revolution and search for community each
writer s beliefs about ethics morality religion social mobility political control
aesthetics and quality of life are subjected to scrutiny by liss he also considers
their views on cuban united states relations their perceptions of the state and power
and their relationships to the means of production and workers movements

Messianic Revolution
1999-01

explores how fringe beliefs and those who follow them have been carried through the
last one thousand years

権力を取らずに世界を変える
2009-03-25

radical political economy is built upon the formal analysis of neoclassical economics
and the tradition of marxian radical analysis the essays presented in this book offer a
representative sampling of the issues and methodologies involved in the study of
radical political economy

Radical Political Economy
2015-03-04

modern political thinkers and ideas is an exciting new text that provides students with
a clearly presented introduction to some of the key areas of modern political thought
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uniquely combining historical and philosophical approaches to the subject it describes
the writings and ideas of the most influential thinkers of the modern era modern
political thinkers and ideas features the main concepts in modern political theory such
as the state and sovereignty political obligation and civil disobedience liberty rights
equality and justice democracy the ideas of key thinkers such as machiavelli hobbes
locke paine rousseau burke mill bentham marx rawls hayek a clear and instructive
framework for each chapter which provides students with a the significance of each
concept in modern political thought b what major political thinkers had to say about
each concept and c the relevance of key concepts to contemporary argument and debate

Modern Political Thinkers and Ideas
2012-09-10

first published in 1987 similar in content to sherman s previous book radical political
economy it covers most of the same issues and reaches the same overall conclusion in
favour of democracy and socialism many of the analyses and conclusions on particular
subjects however have changed because of the flood of new literature in every area of
radical political economy and because the world has changed the most important issue is
the prevention of nuclear war

Foundations of Radical Political Economy
2020-02-13

alexis de tocqueville once wrote that the people reign over the american political
world like god over the universe unwittingly casting democracy as the political
instantiation of the death of god according to jeffrey w robbins tocqueville s
assessment remains an apt observation of modern democratic power which does not rest
with a sovereign authority but operates as a diffuse social force by linking radical
democratic theory to a contemporary fascination with political theology robbins
envisions the modern experience of democracy as a social cultural and political force
transforming the nature of sovereign power and political authority robbins joins his
work with michael hardt and antonio negri s radical conception of network power as well
as sheldon wolin s notion of fugitive democracy to fashion a political theology that
captures modern democracy s social and cultural torment this approach has profound
implications not only for the nature of contemporary religious belief and practice but
also for the reconceptualization of the proper relationship between religion and
politics challenging the modern liberal and secular assumption of a neutral public
space robbins conceives of a postsecular politics for contemporary society that
inextricably links religion to the political while effectively recasting the tradition
of radical theology as a political theology this book also develops a comprehensive
critique of the political theology bequeathed by carl schmitt it marks an original and
visionary achievement by the scholar the journal of the american academy of religion
hailed one of the best commentators on religion and postmodernism

Radical Democracy and Political Theology
2011-04-06

this 16 hour free course explored the main events of the french revolution and its
significance in the shift from enlightenment to romanticism
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French Revolution
1972

this book provides an itinerary for studying political theology in chinese society
including mainland china hong kong and taiwan it explores the changing role of religion
in chinese history from the rise of buddhism alongside confucianism and daoism through
the arrival of christianity and islam to the suppression of religion under communism
since the reform and opening period beginning in 1978 china has experienced a
resurgence of religiosity with powerful societal implications governing authorities
have sought to regulate religious practice in line with their governing system
political theology in chinese society is very much in flux and the chapters in this
volume provide an array of windows through which to view the evolving reality they
include historical approaches and descriptive analyses with an interdisciplinary and
international range of perspectives by contributors based in and outside china the book
will be of particular interest to scholars of theology religious studies and
contemporary china studies

Radical Political Economy
2024-06-03

american culture maintained a complicated relationship with haiti from its
revolutionary beginnings onward in this study peter p reed reveals how americans
embodied and re enacted their connections to haiti through a wide array of performance
forms in the wake of haiti s slave revolts in the 1790s generations of actors theatre
professionals spectators and commentators looked to haiti as a source of both inspiring
freedom and vexing disorder french colonial refugees university students black theatre
stars blackface minstrels abolitionists and even writers such as herman melville all
reinvented and restaged haiti in distinctive ways reed demonstrates how haiti s example
of black freedom and national independence helped redefine american popular culture as
actors and audiences repeatedly invoked and suppressed haiti s revolutionary narratives
characters and themes ultimately haiti shaped generations of performances transforming
america s understandings of race power freedom and violence in ways that still
reverberate today

Political Theology in Chinese Society
2022-12-01

this is the first comprehensive volume to offer a state of the art investigation both
of the nature of political ideologies and of their main manifestations the diversity of
ideology studies is represented by a mixture of the range of theories that illuminate
the field combined with an appreciation of the changing complexity of concrete
ideologies and the emergence of new ones ideologies however are always with us the
handbook is divided into three sections the first is divided into three sections the
first reflects some of the latest thinking about the development of ideology on an
historical dimension from the standpoints of conceptual history marx studies social
science theory and history and leading schools of continental philosophy the second
includes some of the most recent interpretations and theories of ideology all of which
are sympathetic in their own ways to its exploration and close investigation even when
judiciously critical of its social impact this section contains many of the more
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salient contemporary accounts of ideology the third focuses on the leading ideological
families and traditions as well as on some of their cultural and geographical
manifestations incorporating both historical and contemporary perspectives each chapter
is written by an expert in their field bringing the latest approaches and
understandings to their task the handbook will position the study of ideologies in the
mainstream of political theory and political analysis and will attest to its
indispensability both to courses on political theory and to scholars who wish to take
their understanding of ideologies in new directions

Staging Haiti in Nineteenth-Century America
2013-08-15

publisher description

The Oxford Handbook of Political Ideologies
2006-08-31

in this volume heide gerstenberger investigates the development of bourgeois state
power by on the one hand proposing a critique of different variants of the structural
functionalist theory of the state and on the other hand analysing the examples of
england and france the central thesis of the work is that the bourgeois form of
capitalist state power arose only where capitalist societies developed out of state
structures that were already rationalised

The Cambridge History of Eighteenth-Century Political
Thought
2007-08-31

no era in american history has been more fascinating to americans or more critical to
the ultimate destiny of the united states than the colonial era between the time that
the first european settlers established a colony at jamestown in 1607 through the
signing of the declaration of independence the outlines of america s distinctive
political culture economic system social life and cultural patterns had begun to emerge
designed to complement the high school american history curriculum as well as
undergraduate survey courses colonial america an encyclopedia of social political
cultural and economic history captures it all the people institutions ideas and events
of the first three hundred years of american history while it focuses on the thirteen
british colonies stretching along the atlantic colonial america sets this history in
its larger contexts entries also cover canada the american southwest and mexico and the
caribbean and atlantic world directly impacting the history of the thirteen colonies
this encyclopedia explores the complete early history of what would become the united
states including portraits of native american life in the immediate pre contact period
early spanish exploration and the first settlements by spanish french dutch swedish and
english colonists this monumental five volume set brings america s colonial heritage
vibrantly to life for today s readers it includes thematic essays on major issues and
topics detailed a z entries on hundreds of people institutions events and ideas
thematic and regional chronologies hundreds of illustrations primary documents and a
glossary and multiple indexes
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Impersonal Power
2016-09-16

this work provides a comprehensive survey and analysis of buddhist political theory
from the time of the buddha to the present

Colonial America: An Encyclopedia of Social, Political,
Cultural, and Economic History
2016

in each volume an introductory essay outlines of history of the disciplines under
discussion and describes how changes and innovations in these disciplines have affected
our lives the biographies that follow are organized in an a z format each biography is
divided into a life section describing the individual s life and influences and a
legacy section summarizing the impact of that individual s work throughout history
these biographies cover a diverse group of men and women from around the globe and
throughout history franklin delano roosevelt mao tse tung and genghis khan are among
the 200 well known historical figures included in this volume examples of other lesser
known yet important individuals covered in this work are gustavas adolphus swedish
empire creator hatshepsut queen of ancient egyptian dynasty and jean jaurès french
socialist leader and pacifist each synopsis provides information on each individual s
enduring impact on the common understanding of fundamental themes of human existence

Buddhism and Political Theory
2014-01-27

this groundbreaking new work explores modern and contemporary political thought since
1750 looking at the thinkers concepts debates issues and national traditions that have
shaped political thought from the enlightenment to post modernism and post
structuralism encyclopedia of modern political thought is two volume a to z reference
that provides historical context to the philosophical issues and debates that have
shaped attitudes toward democracy citizenship rights property duties justice equality
community law power gender race and legitimacy over the last three centuries it
profiles major and minor political thinkers and the national traditions both western
and non western which continue to shape and divide political thought more than 200
scholars from leading international research institutions and organizations have
provided signed entries that offer comprehensive coverage of thought of regions and
countries including african political thought american political thought australasian
political thought australian and new zealand chinese political thought indian political
thought islamic political thought japanese political thought and more thought regarding
contemporary issues such as abortion affirmative action animal rights european
integration feminism humanitarian intervention international law race and racism and
more the ideological spectrum from marxism to neoconservatism including anarchism
conservatism darwinism and social darwinism engels fascism the frankfurt school lenin
and leninism socialism and more connections of political thought to key areas of
politics and other disciplines such as economics psychology law and religion notable
time periods of political thought since 1750 concepts including class democratic theory
liberalism nationalism natural and human rights and theories of the state theorists and
political intellectuals both western and non western including john adams edmund burke
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mohandas gandhi immanuel kant ayatollah khomeini ernst friedrich schumacher george
washington and mary wollstonecraft

Government Leaders, Military Rulers and Political
Activists
2013-08-20

the political economy of research and innovation r i is one of the central issues of
the early twenty first century science and innovation are increasingly tasked with
driving and reshaping a troubled global economy while also tackling multiple
overlapping global challenges such as climate change or food security global pandemics
or energy security but responding to these demands is made more complicated because r i
themselves are changing today new global patterns of r i are transforming the very
structures institutions and processes of science and innovation and with it their
claims about desirable futures our understanding of r i needs to change accordingly
responding to this new urgency and uncertainty this handbook presents a pioneering
selection of the growing body of literature that has emerged in recent years at the
intersection of science and technology studies and political economy the central task
for this research has been to expose important but consequential misconceptions about
the political economy of r i and to build more insightful approaches this volume
therefore explores the complex interrelations between r i both in general and in
specific fields and political economies across a number of key dimensions from health
to environment and universities to the military the routledge handbook of the political
economy of science offers a unique collection of texts across a range of issues in this
burgeoning and important field from a global selection of top scholars the handbook is
essential reading for students interested in the political economy of science
technology and innovation it also presents succinct and insightful summaries of the
state of the art for more advanced scholars

Encyclopedia of Modern Political Thought (set)
2017-04-28

delves into the internal politics and personalities that brought life to the irish
socialist republican party the political significance of the organisation led by james
connolly is viewed in both the international and national sphere the legacy of theisrp
has had an impact on the left wing and republican movements in ireland for many decades

The Routledge Handbook of the Political Economy of Science
2005

focusing on the interaction of religion and politics this is a comprehensive
chronological survey of the political thought of post reformation britain which
examines the work of a wide range of thinkers

Radical Politics in Modern Ireland
2009-04-20

increased flows of people capital and ideas across geographic borders raise urgent
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challenges to the existing terms and practices of politics comparative political theory
seeks to devise new intellectual frames for addressing these challenges by questioning
the canonical that is euro american categories that have historically shaped inquiry in
political theory and other disciplines it does this byanalyzing normative claims
discursive structures and formations of power in and from all parts of the world by
looking to alternative bodies of thought and experience as well as the terms we might
use to critically examine them comparative political theory encourages self reflexivity
about the premises of normative ideas and articulates new possibilities for political
theory and practice the oxford handbook of comparative political theory provides an
entry point into this burgeoning field by both synthesizing and challenging the terms
which motivate it over the course of five thematic sections and thirty three chapters
this volume surveys the field and archives of comparative political theory bringing the
many approaches to the field into conversation for the first time sections address
geographic location as a subject of political theorizing how the past becomes a key
site for staking political claims the politics of translation and appropriation the
justification of political authority and questions of disciplinary commitment and rules
of knowledge ultimately the handbook demonstrates how mainstream political theory can
and must be enriched through attention to genuinely global rather than parochially euro
american contributions to political thinking

British Political Thought, 1500-1660
2019-12-01

political trials take issues of responsibility conscience representation and legitimacy
which are tied in tight political and legal knots and force us to face questions about
our public identity our standards for public policy and our sense of history ron
christenson explores how political trials especially those within the rule of law
engage society s conflicting values and loyalties he examines numerous political trials
throughout history bringing into question basic foundations of law politics and society
christenson classifies political trials according to the issues they generate in the
political sphere partisan trials are spurious legal proceedings but politically
expedient trials of corruption and insanity raise questions of public and personal
responsibility trials of dissenters involve problems of conscience trials of
nationalists highlight the nature of representation and the relationship of the part to
the whole and trials of regimes engage the most fundamental concept of both law and
politics legitimacy political trials brings these considerations to bear on some of the
best known cases in history including the gunpowder plot the spanish inquisition the
dreyfus affair the nuremburg trials trials of dissenters such as socrates thomas more
roger williams and the berrigan brothers and trials of nationalists such as joan of arc
gandhi knut hamsun and the irish republicans since the first edition appeared a number
of notable political trials have raised critical issues for society shocking public
exposures about the guildford 4 and maguire 7 trials shook the british criminal justice
establishment while in the united states trials concerning the beating of rodney king
led up to the o j simpson spectacle and a host of parallel questions the trials of
right wing terrorists such as paul hill found guilty of murdering an abortion doctor
and timothy mcveigh convicted of the oklahoma city federal building bombing parallel
the case of left wing dissenter karl armstrong in the 1970s finally the south african
truth and reconciliation committee provides a test case of whether a nation can not
only remember but grant amnesty and achieve true reconciliation in examining the
dilemmas involved in these trials christenson shows how they make a positive
contribution to an open and democratic society political trials will be an important
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addition to the libraries of historians legal scholars and political scientists

The Oxford Handbook of Comparative Political Theory
2011-12-31

a corrective addendum to edward said s orientalism this book examines how sympathetic
representations of islam contributed significantly to protestant britain s national and
imperial identity in the eighteenth century taking a historical view humberto garcia
combines a rereading of eighteenth century and romantic era british literature with
original research on anglo islamic relations he finds that far from being considered
foreign by the era s thinkers islamic republicanism played a defining role in radical
enlightenment debates most significantly during the glorious revolution french
revolution and other moments of acute constitutional crisis as well as in national and
political debates about england and its overseas empire garcia shows that writers such
as edmund burke lady mary wortley montagu samuel taylor coleridge robert southey and
percy and mary shelley not only were influenced by international events in the muslim
world but also saw in that world and its history a viable path to interrogate contest
and redefine british concepts of liberty this deft exploration of the forgotten moment
in early modern history when intercultural exchange between the muslim world and
christian west was common resituates english literary and intellectual history in the
wider context of the global eighteenth century the direct challenge it poses to the
idea of an exclusionary judeo christian enlightenment serves as an important revision
to post 9 11 narratives about a historical clash between western democratic values and
islam

Political Trials
1969

burton k wheeler 1882 1975 may have been the most powerful politician montana ever
produced and he was one of the most influential and controversial members of the united
states senate during three of the most eventful decades in american history a new deal
democrat and lifelong opponent of concentrated power whether economic military or
executive he consistently acted with a righteous personal and political independence
that has all but disappeared from the public sphere political hell raiser is the first
book to tell the full story of wheeler a genuine maverick whose successes and failures
were woven into the political fabric of twentieth century america wheeler came of
political age amid antiwar and labor unrest in butte montana during world war i as a
crusading united states attorney he battled montana s powerful economic interests
championed farmers and miners and won election to the u s senate in 1922 there he made
his name as one of the montana scandalmongers uncovering corruption in the harding and
coolidge administrations drawing on extensive research and new archival sources marc c
johnson follows wheeler from his early backing of franklin d roosevelt and ardent
support of the new deal to his forceful opposition to roosevelt s plan to expand the
supreme court and in a move widely viewed as political suicide his emergence as the
most prominent spokesman against u s involvement in world war ii right up to three days
before pearl harbor johnson provides the most thorough telling of wheeler s entire
career including all its accomplishments and contradictions as well as the political
storms that the senator both encouraged and endured the book convincingly establishes
the place and importance of this principled hell raiser in american political history
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Problems of Communism
2012-01-30

although milton wrote several poems and sonnets in his earlier career he became known
as a revolutionary and passionate political activist beginning his political career
with the pamphlets that he wrote on the current politics of his time defending
antimonarchical rule and republicanism giving particular attention to the religious and
civil liberties of the people and the necessity of a free commonwealth however
following the restoration of monarchy he had to stop writing political pamphlets
because as a republican and defender of regicide milton was in danger and the new
regime made it impossible for him to express his political thoughts safely he embarked
on a literary project which included his major poetical works paradise lost and
paradise regained and samson agonistes considering his earlier reputation as an ardent
republican leading an active political life it can be stated that milton could not
detach himself from the political controversies of his time hence he wrote paradise
lost as a political poem in which he reflected and inserted his political views in an
allegorical manner this book re reads milton s paradise lost in the light of his
political views as reflected in his earlier political pamphlets it argues that using
literature as a medium of expression milton intentionally wrote paradise lost as a
political poem in which by re writing the biblical story of the creation the fall of
satan and the fall of adam and eve he created a political subtext which reflected the
social and political panorama of england of his time

Islam and the English Enlightenment, 1670–1840
2019-03-21

it is nearly impossible to separate contemporary iranian cinema from the islamic
revolution that transformed film production in the country in the late 1970s as the
aims of the revolution shifted and hardened once khomeini took power and as an eight
year war with iraq dragged on iranian filmmakers confronted new restrictions in the
1990s however the reformist movement led by mohammad khatami and the film industry
developed an unlikely partnership that moved audiences away from revolutionary ideas
and toward a discourse of reform in reform cinema in iran blake atwood examines how new
industrial and aesthetic practices created a distinct cultural and political style in
iranian film between 1989 and 2007 atwood analyzes a range of popular art and
documentary films he provides new readings of internationally recognized films such as
abbas kiarostami s taste of cherry 1997 and mohsen makhmalbaf s time for love 1990 as
well as those by rakhshan bani masud kiami and other key iranian directors at the same
time he also considers how filmmakers and the film industry were affected by larger
political and religious trends that took shape during mohammad khatami s presidency
1997 2005 atwood analyzes political speeches religious sermons and newspaper editorials
and pays close attention to technological developments particularly the rise of video
to determine their role in democratizing filmmaking and realizing the goals of
political reform he concludes with a look at the legacy of reform cinema including
films produced under mahmoud ahmadinejad whose neoconservative discourse rejected the
policies of reform that preceded him
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Political Hell-Raiser
2018-04-18

the third edition of this highly regarded core textbook offers an accessible and
impressively comprehensive account of western political thought over the last two
millennia structured in four main parts the chapters are organised around a wide range
of key themes covering everything from absolute government and revolutionary political
thought to politics and freedom and theories of civil disobedience this new edition
concludes with an epilogue that considers the challenges posed to the history of
western political thought by the perspectives of post colonialism and post modernism
the use of boxes throughout the book to explain key thinkers in more detail as well as
the author s ability to express complex ideas in clear and jargon free language makes
this the perfect text for helping students to understand the key debates issues and
continuities in the long history of political ideas for undergraduate and postgraduate
students studying courses on the history of political thought and theory this is an
indispensable guide new to this edition expanded material on the history of
international relations thinking race consciousness diversity and gender politics a
completely new epilogue which focuses on a discussion of post colonialism and post
modernism in relation to political theory additional thinker boxes alongside revised
and updated suggestions for further reading

Milton's Political Ideas and Paradise Lost as a Political
Allegory
2016-11-08

political theories of decolonization provides an introduction to some of the seminal
texts of postcolonial political theory the difficulty of founding a new regime is an
important theme in political theory and the intellectual history of decolonization
provides a rich albeit overlooked opportunity to explore it many theorists have pointed
out that the colonized subject was a divided subject this book argues that the
postcolonial state was a divided state while postcolonial states were created through
the struggle for independence they drew on both colonial institutions and reinvented
pre colonial traditions political theories of decolonization illuminates how many of
the central themes of political theory such as land religion freedom law and
sovereignty are imaginatively explored by postcolonial thinkers in doing so it provides
readers access to texts that add to our understanding of contemporary political life
and global political dynamics

Reform Cinema in Iran
2019-04-27

this study examines latino national political coalitions in the united states with a
focus on chicanos puerto ricans and cubans it argues that latino national political
coalitions are an avenue of political empowerment for the latino community but face
social economic and political challenges in the latino community
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History of Western Political Thought
2011-03-16

militarism is the elephant in the room of global warming of all government sectors
defence has the highest carbon footprint and expenditure yet has largely been exempt
from international scrutiny and regulation marty branagan uses australian and
international case studies to show that nonviolence is a viable alternative to
militarism for national defence and regime change active resistance initiated in
australian environmental blockades and now adopted globally makes the song we shall not
be moved much more realistic as activists erect tripod villages bury chain and cement
themselves into the ground and lock on to machinery and gates active resistance
artistic activism and use of new information and communication technologies in
movements such as the arab spring and occupy demonstrate that nonviolence is an
effective evolving praxis

Political Theories of Decolonization
2014-01-21

an outstanding collection bringing together some of the leading historians of this
period with some of the field s rising stars which examines key issues in popular
politics the negotiation of power strategies of legitimation and the languages of
politics

Latino National Political Coalitions
1892

while there is no easy way to define terrorism it may generally be viewed as a method
of violence in which civilians are targeted with the objective of forcing a perceived
enemy into submission by creating fear demoralization and political friction in the
population under attack at one time a marginal field of study in the social sciences
terrorism is now very much in center stage the 1970s terrorist attacks by the plo the
provisional irish republican army the popular front for the liberation of palestine the
japanese red army the unabomber aum shinrikyo timothy mcveigh the world trade center
attacks the assault on a school in russia and suicide bombers have all made the term
terrorism an all too common part of our vocabulary this edition of political terrorism
was originally published in the 1980s well before some of the horrific events noted
above this monumental collection of definitions conceptual frameworks paradigmatic
formulations and bibliographic sources is being reissued in paperback now as a resource
for the expanding community of researchers on the subject of terrorism this is a
carefully constructed guide to one of the most urgent issues of the world today when
the first edition was originally published choice noted this extremely useful reference
tool should be part of any serious social science collection chronicles of culture
called it a tremendously comprehensive book about a subject that any who have anything
to lose from property to liberty life to limbs should be forewarned against

Eminent Persons
2013-06-28
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Global Warming, Militarism and Nonviolence
2017

Popular Culture and Political Agency in Early Modern
England and Ireland
2017-07-28

Political Terrorism
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